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MEET DAVIS DAKA
I am a double orphan whose parents died when I was very young boy. I understand very
well what it means to be without parents, especially both.

It was in me that I would have loved to take care of my fellow Orphans but I ignored that for
a long time. After many outreach, I learnt that many parents died from HIV/AIDS, Malaria
and lack of clean water causing many water borne diseases and leaving children without
anyone to take care of them.

This passion grew bigger and bigger in that when I was ministering in Victory Baptist
Church, I discovered that as a church we lost four Leaders in a period of one year who left
behind 20 Orphans. I started to help them on a Small scale. Our challenge is Matthew
25:42-43 which states - for I was hungry and you gave me nothing to eat, I was thirsty and
you gave me nothing to drink, I was a Stranger and you did not invite me
in, I needed clothes and you did not cloth me, I was sick and in prison and
you did not look after me.

Religion that God
our Father accepts
as pure and faultless
is this: to look after
orphans and widows
in their distress and
keep oneself from
being polluted by the
world.
JAMES 1:27
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My heart desire is that the Orphans are trained in skills such as carpentry and joinery,
computer skills, tailoring and farming, and bring them up in a God fearing manner. It is My
hope that a school and a clinic can be built for these Orphans and vulnerable in our
community.

How I came to know Don Ewing, I was a Leader of Gospelink, in the month of May June
July and August, I used to receive Teams from U.S.A. while in the country I used to take
them in schools for outreach, I used to take the Team to visit the orphanages, share the
word of God to the Orphans and buy food supplies for the Orphans. Since 2006 up to date I
have worked with Don and his Team. I did not know that one-day we would be building the
orphanage. I used to share with him about my vision of building the orphanage. Yes it was a
divine appointment to meet Don and work with him in Gospelink. Praise God that my
passion for the Orphans have been fulfilled.

“In the end, the only
thing you truly own is
your story.”

I've read the last
page of the
Bible. It's all
going to turn out
all right.
-BILLY GRAHAM
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